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Key Points:8

• Diurnal surface temperature oscillations can enable convective self-aggregation in9

idealized simulations—especially at fine grid resolution.10

• Mechanistically, strong mesoscale cold pools dry the boundary layer, which later11

induces irreversible dry patches in the free troposphere.12

• Once formed, such dry patches can persist and intensify even if the diurnal cycle13

is later removed.14
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Abstract15

Clustering of tropical thunderstorms constitutes an important climate feedback because16

it influences the radiative balance. Convective self-aggregation (CSA) is a profound mod-17

eling paradigm for explaining the clustering of tropical oceanic thunderstorms. However,18

CSA is hampered in the realistic limit of fine model resolution when cold pools—dense19

air masses beneath thunderstorm clouds—are well-resolved. Studies on CSA usually as-20

sume the surface temperature to be constant, despite realistic surface temperatures vary-21

ing significantly between night and day. Here we mimic the diurnal cycle in cloud-resolving22

numerical experiments by prescribing a surface temperature oscillation. Our simulations23

show that the diurnal cycle enables CSA at fine resolutions, and that the process is even24

accelerated by finer resolutions. We attribute these findings to vigorous combined cold25

pools emerging in symbiosis with mesoscale convective systems. Such cold pools suppress26

buoyancy in extended regions (∼ 100 km) and enable the formation of persistent dry27

patches. Our findings help clarify how the tropical cloud field forms sustained clusters28

under the diurnal forcing and may have implications for the origin of extreme thunder-29

storm rainfall and tropical cyclones.30

Plain Language Summary31

Computer simulations of tropical clouds suggest that thunderstorms can aggregate into32

large-scale clusters even under homogeneous boundary conditions. This process, known33

as convective self-aggregation (CSA), is observed in idealized simulations. Yet, the un-34

derlying mechanisms are considered relevant for real-world atmospheric phenomena, such35

as tropical cyclones, and for climate feedbacks. Realism has been questioned as studies36

find that increasing model resolution hampers or prevents CSA. However, here we demon-37

strate that increasing resolution accelerates CSA if models account for surface temper-38

ature oscillations related to the natural diurnal cycle. We explain this rapid CSA with39

rain-induced density currents in the atmospheric boundary layer, known as cold pools.40

While our current setup is still strongly idealized, these results may encourage shift the41

CSA paradigm in favor of more realistic simulations in the future.42

1 Introduction43

Convective self-aggregation (CSA) refers to the spatial separation into deep con-44

vective and dry subregions occurring spontaneously in numerical simulations with ho-45

mogeneous boundary and initial conditions (Held et al., 1993; Tompkins & Craig, 1998;46

Bretherton et al., 2005; Wing et al., 2017; C. Muller et al., 2022). CSA serves as a plau-47

sible mechanism for observed large-scale tropical convective clustering, including the Madden-48

Julian oscillation (Zhang, 2005) or the formation of tropical cyclones (Emanuel, 2018;49

C. J. Muller & Romps, 2018). Modeling suggests that CSA typically hinges on local ra-50

diation feedbacks (C. J. Muller & Held, 2012; Emanuel et al., 2014; C. Muller & Bony,51

2015; Coppin & Bony, 2015; Hohenegger & Stevens, 2016). Maintenance of CSA has been52

attributed to a large-scale circulation resulting in an upgradient moisture transport (Craig53

& Mack, 2013; Emanuel et al., 2014; C. Muller & Bony, 2015; Holloway & Woolnough,54

2016). The circulation is driven by a combination of moist adiabatic lifting in the con-55

vectively active region and enhanced radiative cooling in the dry region, which must be56

compensated by subsidence heating.57

The initial harbinger of CSA is the formation of several small persistent dry patches58

(Wing et al., 2017). At this initial stage, low cloud (C. J. Muller & Held, 2012) and mois-59

ture feedbacks (Emanuel et al., 2014; C. Muller & Bony, 2015) within dry regions were60

found to be critical for overcoming the re-distribution of moisture by negative feedbacks61

(Bretherton et al., 2005). Cold pools (CPs)—density currents produced by rain re-evaporation62

beneath thunderstorm clouds—were reported to act against such clustering (Jeevanjee63
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& Romps, 2013; C. Muller & Bony, 2015; Boye Nissen & Haerter, 2019). Also finer hor-64

izontal grid resolution, which intensifies CP effects (C. J. Muller & Held, 2012; Mose-65

ley et al., 2020; Hirt et al., 2020; Yanase et al., 2020), hampered the onset of CSA.66

CSA is typically studied in the context of radiative–convective equilibrium (RCE)67

with constant boundary conditions in both time and space (Wing et al., 2017). The RCE68

framework is arguably a reasonable approximation of low-latitude oceanic conditions be-69

cause sea surface temperatures exhibit only small diurnal fluctuations, especially under70

windy conditions (Weller & Anderson, 1996; Johnson et al., 1999). However, it is obser-71

vationally evident that temporal surface temperature variations influence the spatial char-72

acteristics of convective rainfall (Chen & Houze, 1997; Dai, 2001; Kawai & Wada, 2007;73

Suzuki, 2009; Bellenger & Duvel, 2009; Bellenger et al., 2010; Peatman et al., 2014). For74

example, over tropical rain forests, where surface temperature ranges are on the order75

of 10 K between day and night (Sharifnezhadazizi et al., 2019), a large fraction of ex-76

treme rainfall results from mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) (Tan et al., 2015; Schu-77

macher & Rasmussen, 2020). MCSs are defined as thunderstorm clusters exceeding 10078

kilometers spatially and three hours temporally (Houze Jr, 2004). Despite indications79

that MCS rainfall rates and volumes might be increasing (Westra et al., 2014; Prein et80

al., 2017; Fowler et al., 2021), the forecast performance for MCS remains low (Fritsch81

& Carbone, 2004; Sukovich et al., 2014).82

Several studies mimic diurnal variation through oscillating surface temperatures83

(Liu & Moncrieff, 1998; Tian et al., 2006; Cronin et al., 2015; Ruppert Jr & Hoheneg-84

ger, 2018; Yanase & Takemi, 2018; Ruppert Jr & O’Neill, 2019). Under such conditions,85

recent simulations demonstrated the spontaneous formation of MCS-like clusters (Haerter86

et al., 2020), which appeared only when the surface temperature amplitude was suffi-87

ciently large (& 3.5K). The clusters were attributed to vigorous “combined cold pools,”88

which were able to force moist boundary layer air to the level of free convection. When89

the amplitude was smaller (. 2K), neither MCSs nor combined cold pools were detected,90

and the organizational pattern was similar to the near-random pattern during the early91

stages of RCE simulations. The organizational pattern observed in the presence of a large92

diurnal amplitude—referred to as “diurnal self-aggregation” (DSA)—is similar to CSA93

in that clustering occurs spontaneously and is concentrated in parts of the spatial do-94

main. However, DSA differs from CSA as clusters organize into patterns that are anti-95

correlated from day to day, such that an area receiving pronounced rain on a given day96

will typically receive weak rain, or none at all, on the following. Haerter et al. (2020) showed97

that strong diurnal surface temperature oscillations concentrate convection and precip-98

itation to occur predominantly during afternoon and evening, whereas the remainder of99

the day shows quiescent conditions. Despite very weak wind speed during quiescent pe-100

riods, the atmosphere must keep some memory in order the for convective activity to have101

a negative correlation from day to day. Yet, it remains to be described where and how102

the atmosphere stores this memory.103

This study explores the causes of the memory effect: We carry out a set of ideal-104

ized numerical simulations with configuration resembling those of Haerter et al. (2020).105

We consider a range of horizontal spatial resolutions from 0.5 to 4 km and both constant106

and diurnally-oscillating surface boundary conditions. As in Haerter et al. (2020), an al-107

ternating DSA dynamics is uncovered, with strong negative correlation of moisture near108

the top of the boundary layer. To our initial surprise, the analysis also reveals a strong109

positive moisture correlation in the free troposphere. The positive correlation is asso-110

ciated with the emergence of persistent dry patches closely resembling the early stage111

of classical CSA. A constant surface temperature control experiment shows no signs of112

aggregation. Our findings thus identify the diurnal cycle as a causal mechanism for this113

persistence.114

Our study reaches three main conclusions: (I) Fine resolution accelerates the emer-115

gence of persistent dry patches when the surface temperature oscillates. This identifies116
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a key difference to classical RCE setups, where it is known that fine model resolution can117

hamper CSA (C. J. Muller & Held, 2012; Jeevanjee & Romps, 2013; C. Muller & Bony,118

2015), whereas coarse resolution can support it and even mask the diurnal cycle (Yanase119

& Takemi, 2018). (II) For oscillating surface temperatures high resolution gives rise to120

mesoscale cold pools that are larger and travel faster. We ascribe this to stronger con-121

vective triggering effects under the finer resolution. For constant surface temperatures122

there is no such resolution effect. (III) Dry patches exhibit hysteresis: once formed, they123

persist and intensify even if the oscillations are removed.124

Together, our results demonstrate that surface temperature oscillations have a strong125

impact on persistent mesoscale organization, especially in the realistic limit of fine spa-126

tial model resolution.127

2 Materials and Methods128

Large-eddy model and boundary conditions. To simulate the convective atmosphere,129

we employ the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) Large-Eddy Simulation130

(LES) solver with sub-grid scale turbulence parameterized after Smagorinsky (Smagorinsky,131

1963). The Coriolis force and the mean wind are both set to zero. Radiation effects are132

incorporated using a delta four-stream scheme (Pincus & Stevens, 2009) and a two-moment133

cloud microphysics scheme (Stevens et al., 2005). Rain evaporation depends on ambi-134

ent relative humidity and the mean and spread of hydrometeor radii (Seifert & Beheng,135

2006). Radiation interacts with the atmosphere including clouds, but does not impact136

the surface temperature, which is prescribed and spatially homogeneous. The prescribed137

surface temperature Ts(t) is spatially homogeneous but oscillates temporally as138

Ts(t) = Ts − Ta cos (2π t/t0) , (1)

where Ts = 298 K, t0 = 24 h is the period of the simulated model day, Ts is the tem-139

poral average and Ta the amplitude of Ts(t). For the simulations “DIU” Ta = 5K is140

chosen, whereas for “RCE” Ta = 0. Insolation S(t) is taken as spatially homogeneous141

for all simulations. For the simulations “DIU” the insolation cycle S(t) oscillates tem-142

porally with an amplitude typical for the equatorial continent. For the “RCE” simula-143

tions, both Ts(t) and S(t) are set constant to their respective temporal averages, that144

is, Ts(t) = Ts = 298 K and S(t) = S = 445 W m−2.145

Surface latent and sensible heat fluxes. Surface heat fluxes are computed interac-146

tively by standard bulk formulae and increase with the vertical temperature and humid-147

ity gradients as well as horizontal wind speed. Horizontal surface wind speed is approx-148

imated through Monin-Obukhov similarity theory (Stull, 2012). Our simulations use a149

simple parameterization of a homogeneous, flat land surface, by assuming surface latent150

heat fluxes to be reduced to 70 percent of those obtained for a saturated (sea) surface.151

For the DIU experiments, mean surface latent and sensible heat fluxes are LHF ≈ 57 W/m2
152

and SHF ≈ 18 W/m2, respectively, yielding a Bowen ratio of B ≈ .30, realistic for153

forested land.154

Initial conditions. Initial temperature and humidity are taken from observed profiles155

that potentially represent convective conditions (Moseley et al., 2016), but quickly self-156

organize during the initial spin-up. To allow the simulation to break complete spatial157

symmetry, the initial temperature field is perturbed by small uncorrelated noise in the158

lowest model layer, drawn uniformly from [-0.2,.2] K. The spin-up manifests itself in “DIU”159

by relatively weak precipitation during the first model day, but relatively strong precip-160

itation during the second. From the third day on, precipitation diurnal cycles are found161

fairly repetitive (compare: Fig. 1a, Fig. S1 and Movies S1—S8). Hence, over time, the162

system eventually establishes a self-consistent vertical temperature and moisture pro-163

file.164
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Model grid, dynamics, and output. The anelastic equations of motion are integrated165

on a regular horizontal domain with varying horizontal grid spacing dx and laterally pe-166

riodic boundary conditions (Tab. 1). Vertically, the model resolution is stretched, with167

100 m below 1 km, 200 m near 6 km, and 400 m in the upper layers. A sponge layer is168

implemented between 12.3 km and the model top, which is located at 16.5 km. Horizon-169

tal resolution dx, domain size, and output timestep ∆tout vary (Tab. 1). At each out-170

put timestep, instantaneous surface precipitation intensity, as well as instantaneous hor-171

izontal fields of velocity and thermodynamic variables at various vertical levels are recorded.172

Three-dimensional thermodynamic output data are recorded instantaneously at local so-173

lar time 4, 10, 16, and 22, whereas three-dimensional velocities are recorded as time av-174

erages between local solar time 0–6, 6–12, 12–18 and 18–24. Additionally, at 30-second175

and five-minute intervals, respectively, spatially as well as horizontally averaged time se-176

ries were extracted from the numerical experiments.177

Experiment Surface temperature Hor. resolution Domain size Simulation Output timestep
name amplitude, Ta [K] dx [km] L [km] period [days] ∆tout [min]

DIU-500m 5 0.5 480 0–10 15
RCE-500m 0 0.5 480 0–8 20
DIU2RCE-500m 0 0.5 480 9.75–17 15
RCE2DIU-500m 5 0.5 480 8.75–20 15
DIU-500m small 5 0.5 240 0–18 15
RCE-500m small 0 0.5 240 0–16 15
DIU-1km 5 1 960 0–16 20
DIU2RCE-1km 0 1 960 15.75–24 20
RCE-1km 0 1 960 0–16 20
DIU-2km 5 2 960 0–24 20
RCE-2km 0 2 960 0–20 20
DIU-4km 5 4 960 0–42 20
RCE-4km 0 4 960 0–20 20

Table 1. Summary of numerical experiments. The term “DIU” is used to indicate sim-

ulations with diurnally oscillating surface temperature Ts(t) and insolation S(t), whereas in

“RCE” both Ts(t) and S(t) are held constant. The term “DIU2RCE” means that “RCE” bound-

ary conditions are applied as a continuation of “DIU” for the respective previous period—such

as DIU2RCE-500m, which is initialized with the three-dimensional atmospheric state after 9.75

days. The experiment names further include the respective horizontal model resolution.

Temporal correlation. We define the 24-hour lag correlation C24h(qt; t, z) used in fig-178

ures 1,7, S1, and S5 as the pixel-by-pixel Pearson correlation between time t and t+24h,179

of the horizontal moisture distribution at the vertical level z:180

C24h(qt; t, z) ≡
N∑

i,j=1

q̃t(t, xi, yj , z) q̃t(t+ 24h, xi, yj , z) (2)

where N = L/dx is the number of grid-boxes along the domain side length (see Tab. 1).
The relative spatial anomalies of qt at time t are defined as q̃t(t, x, y, z) ≡ ∆qt(t, x, y, z)/σqt(t, z),
where ∆qt(t, x, y, z) ≡ qt(t, x, y, z)−〈qt〉(t, z) is the absolute spatial anomaly of qt and
〈qt〉(t, z) its horizontal average at time t and vertical level z,

〈qt〉(t, z) ≡
1

N2

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

qt(t, xi, yj , z)
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and σ2
qt is the horizontal variance

σ2
qt ≡

1

N2

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

(
qt(t, xi, yj , z)− 〈qt〉(t, z)

)2
.

Note that, by definition, C24h(qt; t, z) is bounded to lie between −1 and +1. We com-181

pare horizontal fields of qt(t, x, y, z) for various values of height z at t chosen to repre-182

sent 4h of each given day. At this time of day the atmosphere is generally stably strat-183

ified, convective activity is at a minimum and the moisture field is maximally smooth.184

This is an advantage because we are interested in the large scale structures, and not the185

precise locations of individual raincells, that typically measure only few kilometers in di-186

ameter.187

Coarse-graining procedure. Coarse-grained rain intensity fields, termed R, are used
in Fig. 3 and S4 to compute the relative standard deviation RSD(R), that is, the stan-
dard deviation divided by the mean, as well as the exceedance probability of daily pre-
cipitation intensity, respectively. R(k, l,m) is a three-dimensional array where each el-
ement represent a space-time cube of horizontal interval of length s and temporal inter-
val of duration τ , that is, a cube of volume s× s× τ . Hence,

R(k, l,m) ≡
∫ (k+1)τ

kτ

dt

∫ (l+1)s

ls

dx

∫ (m+1)s

ms

dy R(t, x, y) ,

where R is the model output instantaneous rainfall intensity (Tab. 1). We choose s=32 km188

spatially. Temporally, Fig. 3 uses τ=48h and Fig. S4 uses τ=24h. The interval s=32 km189

is a compromise between being significantly larger than typical individual deep convec-190

tive rain events yet small compared to the system size. The interval τ=48 h in Fig. 3191

is chosen to emphasize persistent structures and discount the day-to-day anti-correlated,192

high intensity mesoscale rain clusters. The interval τ=24 h in Fig. S4 is chosen to cap-193

ture the natural timescale of one day and make contact to usual extreme event statis-194

tics.195

Lagrangian particle tracking. The particle tracking used in Fig. 4 works in the fol-196

lowing way: we distribute a set of tracers over the lowest horizontal level (z=50 m) on197

the morning of the second day (1d6h). The set forms a squared lattice with one tracer198

placed every 4 km. The particles are then transported over a 24h-period using the hor-199

izontal velocity solution and a trapezoidal method with a 15-minute timestep. We choose200

to analyze the second simulation day because: (i) The horizontal morning moisture dis-201

tribution is increasingly clustered from day to day. Thus earlier days a preferable for dis-202

entangling the dynamical effects of cold pools from the thermodynamic preconditioning.203

(ii) On the first day the rainfall is extremely sparse due to the spin-up from the initial204

condition. Still, repeating the analysis on later days gives comparable results. In the DIU-205

experiments we can seed tracers in the early morning when there is close to zero con-206

vective activity following the nocturnal cooling. This allows us to accurately capture the207

diurnal motion from onset of convection till the end of the last cold pools. In the RCE-208

experiments there are no such silent periods, so we have to pick arbitrary beginning and209

end times for the tracers. An animation of this process is presented in a supplemental210

video file.211

3 Results212

How does the diurnal cycle affect the organization of convective clouds? To investigate213

this, we begin by examining two cloud resolving simulations, both with 1 km horizon-214

tal resolution: DIU-1km and RCE-1km. In DIU-1km, the surface temperature oscillates215

sinusoidally with a 24h-period and a 5K-amplitude to mimic the diurnal cycle (Details:216

Sec. 2). RCE-1km is a control experiment where the surface temperature is kept con-217

stant at the mean value of 298 K.218
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Figure 1. Spatio-temporal organization by diurnal surface temperature oscilla-

tions. All data correspond to the DIU-1km experiment, except panel e and the gray curve in

panel a which represent the RCE-1km experiment for comparison. a, Time series of domain-

mean rain intensity in DIU-1km (blue curve) and RCE-1km (gray curve). Blue ×-symbols indi-

cate daily-average rain intensity in DIU-1km. Dark and faint purple curves show time series of

24-hour Pearson correlations, C24h(qt; t, z) for total water mixing ratio, qt, for z= 3.5 km and

z= 1.2 km respectively, with t taken at 4h on any given day (Details: Methods). b, Daily sur-

face rainfall intensity for DIU-1km, temporally-averaged over the 5th, 6th, 15th and 16th day.

Corresponding averaging periods indicated by gray shades in (a). c, Early-morning (4h) hori-

zontal field of qt(t, x, y, z) for z= 3.5 km for DIU-1km at times corresponding to the days in (b).

d, Analogous to (c) but for z= 1.2 km. Black squares and circles in (b)–(d) highlight regions

discussed in the main text. e, Four-day average rain intensity on days 13–16 in RCE-1km. The

color scale is the same as for panel (b). Note the lack of spatial organization. f, Analogous to

(e), but for DIU-1km. Note the rain-free patches. g, C24h(qt; t, z) vertical profiles, with t= 4d4h

(gray) and t= 14d4h (black), respectively. The horizontal dark and faint purple lines indicate

the respective vertical levels used in (a), (c) and (d). For animations of the entire timeseries

corresponding to panels (a)—(d) see Movie S2.
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3.1 Two layers of convective organization219

After a short spin-up period (∼48h), rain intensity remains nearly constant in RCE-1km220

(Fig. 1a, gray curve and Movie S6c,d). In DIU-1km, the oscillating Ts(t) is reflected in221

oscillations in domain mean rain intensity, with a pronounced afternoon peak and mostly222

rain-free nocturnal conditions (Fig. 1a, blue curve, and Movie S2d, blue curve). Whereas223

RCE-1km shows no sign of CSA (Fig 1e), the spatial pattern emerging in DIU-1km is224

strikingly different:225

• during the first few days, the rainfall develops a patchy mesoscale pattern with226

rain clusters measuring on the order of one hundred kilometers across (Fig. 1b,227

5th and 6th day, compare Movie S2) in compliance with previous findings (Haerter228

et al., 2020).229

• However, ten days later (days 15 and 16), the dynamics follows a more complex230

pattern: in addition to the now larger and more intense MCSs, the domain is also231

spotted with persistently rain-free patches (marked as circled area in Fig 1b—d232

and visible in Movie S2).233

This persistent lack of rainfall becomes particularly clear when considering rainfall av-234

eraged during multiple days (Fig 1f) or in animations (Movies S1 and S2). The spatio-235

temporal pattern found in DIU-1km (Fig. 1b,c,d and Movie S2a—c) seems to be a com-236

position of two motifs related to separate mechanisms:237

• first, a negative feedback inhibiting convective activity in areas where rain was par-238

ticularly abundant the day before (examples are marked by squares);239

• second, a positive feedback that can preserve inactivity from day to day (an ex-240

ample is marked by circles).241

Visually, these two features becomes most apparent when observing the dynamics in Movie242

S2a—c, where dry anomalies (brown shades) are clearly alternating from day to day at243

the intermediate height level (Movie S2b). Concurrently, dry patches remain persistent244

at the higher level at z = 3.5 km (Movie S2a).245

To analyze these two competing feedbacks further, we turn to the horizontal mois-246

ture field qt(z, t) at each vertical model level z and describe its temporal evolution from247

night to night using the 24h-lag correlation C24h(qt; t, z) ( Details: Methods). We choose248

early morning (4 a.m.) as a reference because the moisture field is diffusively smoothed249

due to the absence of convective activity during the night. The vertical profile of C24h(qt; t, z)250

reveals an interesting dynamical structure of two pronounced extrema (Fig. 1g): a global251

minimum near 1.2 km and a global maximum near 3.5 km, indicative of alternating mois-252

ture patterns at the lower but persistent moisture patterns at the upper level. In the course253

of the simulation, the correlations generally increase towards more positive values, and254

by day 14 even the minimum at 1.2 km takes positive values (Fig. 1a).255

The moisture pattern at the lower level—corresponding approximately both to the256

cloud base and the top of the boundary layer—closely mirrors that of the rainfall (com-257

pare Fig. 1b,d and Movie S2b,c). Examples are highlighted by black squares: at 4d4h,258

there is a strong positive moisture anomaly at z=1.2 km. On the following (fifth) day,259

that region receives intense rainfall, resulting in intense drying near the cloud base (at260

5d5h). On the sixth day, the area receives almost no rainfall.261

The positive 24h-lag correlation in the free troposphere (z = 3.5 km) implies per-262

sistence from day to day. Indeed, inspecting an example of one persistently dry patch263

(circled in Fig. 1b,c,d), rainfall is absent in the same region during consecutive days (com-264

pare: Movie S2). Rather than replenishing the moisture within the persistently dry patches,265

rain clusters now appear to transport moisture elsewhere, undergoing day-to-day oscil-266

latory dynamics that specifically avoids the dry patches. Hence, despite the initial day-267
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to-day alternation in rainfall pattern, later days show sustained rain-free sub-regions—268

suggesting that the diurnal cycle opens a path to convective self-aggregation. Indeed,269

the persistent dry patches closely resemble the early stages of CSA as observed in clas-270

sical RCE studies. However, as demonstrated by our control experiment, RCE-1km, no271

signs of CSA occur in our numerical setup when surface temperature is constant—at least272

not within 16 simulation days (compare: Movie S6). Therefore, we conclude that the di-273

urnal cycle can trigger CSA under circumstances, where RCE cannot.274

The dynamics described here is also observed in similar simulations with horizon-275

tal resolution increased to 500 m. For this higher-resolution case, the analog to Fig. 1276

is shown in Fig. S1 (compare: Movie S1). There, dry patches form significantly quicker277

and the negative peak of C24h(qt, z=1200m) vanishes at an earlier time within the sim-278

ulation. Again, the pattern formation cannot be seen in the constant-temperature coun-279

terpart (compare: RCE-500m in Movie S5).280

0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
qt [g/kg]

0

2

4

6

8

10

z [
km

]

before
after
difference

Figure 2. Moisture anomaly profiles before and after strong rain: On each of the first

15 simulation days in DIU-1km, the total daily surface precipitation is calculated for each col-

umn, and the top 10% are marked as “rainy”. Average moisture anomaly profiles for the “rainy”

columns are then calculated at 4h the previous night (blue) and on the subsequent night (or-

ange). The change in moisture from night to night, averaged over the “rainy” columns, is shown

in green. Opacity increases linearly with time (faint curves represent early days).

The 24h-lag correlation shows that different dynamics apply to moisture at differ-281

ent altitudes, but it does not reveal much about the physical processes. To explain the282

mechanism behind the correlations, it is useful to introduce the surface precipitation as283

an intermediary variable. Most vertical transport occurs in deep convective clouds, which284

leave a strong signature in surface precipitation. We therefore investigate the spatial cor-285

relation between rainfall on a given day and the moisture profiles on the preceding and286

subsequent nights (Fig. 2). The blue curves show that strong rain is more likely to oc-287

cur where the atmosphere was relatively moist in the early morning—especially around288

the cloud base (z ≈ 1.2 km) but also at higher levels of the free troposphere. The or-289

ange curves show that where it rains, the boundary layer (z ≤ 1.5 km) tends to dry out290

while the convective clouds tend to leave the free troposphere very moist. The green curves291

show that the average moisture tendency from night to night is indeed negative at low292

altitudes (z ≤ 2 km) but positive in the free troposphere (z ≥ 2 km) in the columns293

with top ten percent daily rainfall.294

Using surface precipitation—a proxy for convective activity—as an intermediary295

variable, we can explain the moisture 24h-lag correlations as follows: high moisture at296
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any altitude promotes convective activity. Convection lowers moisture in the boundary297

layer, giving rise to the negative correlations and the alternating DSA behavior. Con-298

vection also increases moisture in the free troposphere, which drives positive correlations299

and which can induce persistence.300

3.2 Stronger clustering at higher resolutions301

It is well known that fine horizontal resolution can hamper or even prevent CSA in the302

classical RCE framework. To study how resolution affects the emergence of persistent303

dry patches in combination with the active diurnal cycle, we conduct a series of simu-304

lations of horizontal resolution varying between .5, 1, 2, and 4 kilometers. For each case305

we contrast a setup where the surface temperature oscillates at an amplitude of 5 K (DIU)306

with a control experiment where the surface temperature is constant (RCE) (Details: Tab. 1).307

10 3

10 1
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R
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m
/d

a
y
]
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0 2 4 6 8
R [mm/day]

0

2

P
D

F

0 2 4 6 8
R [mm/day]
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1
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)
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m
/d

a
y
]

960 km

DIU-500m DIU-1km DIU-2km DIU-4km
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R [mm/day]

0

1

P
D

F

0 2 4 6 8
R [mm/day]
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R [mm/day]

0 2 4 6 8
R [mm/day]

95th
percentile

0 10 20 30
Time [days]

0

1

R
S

D
(R

)

a

c

b

d

RCE

DIU

Figure 3. Faster diurnal aggregation at higher resolution. a, Classical CSA under

RCE conditions, where the coarse-grained rainfall field R is shown at decreasing resolutions. Note

that spatial patterns only emerge at coarse resolution (4 km). The bar plots show the histogram

of R for the corresponding field in each panel. In the histograms the gray vertical lines indicate

the respective 95th percentile. b, Time series of the relative standard deviation of R for each

48-hour period. c and d, Analogous to (a) and (b), but for DIU. Note that strong phase separa-

tion, akin to CSA, now increasingly occurs at finer resolution. Time points used in (a) and (c):

RCE-500m: t ∈ [6d, 8d], DIU-500m: t ∈ [8d, 10d], all other cases: t ∈ [14d0h, 16d0h], as indicated

by the solid symbols in panels (b) and (d).

CSA is characterized by large scale separation of the domain into dry areas with-308

out convective activity and moist areas with intense precipitation, but even patches of309

intense rainfall at scales of heavily-populated areas, such as large urban areas, can threaten310

society. To quantify such spatial rainfall variability we compute the relative standard de-311

viation (RSD) of a coarse-grained rainfall field R, where rainfall is block-averaged over312

32 km × 32 km horizontally and 48 hours temporally (Details: Methods). The 32 km313

spatial scale is practically relevant as it corresponds to the size of large metropolitan ar-314

eas. RSD hence quantifies the degree to which rainfall fluctuates at this specific scale.315
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The averaging procedure discounts both the small-scale fluctuations related to individ-316

ual raincells and the day-to-day alternation related to the DSA dynamics.317

RCE-4km shows a clear trend of increasing RSD(R), a typical feature of classical318

CSA (Bretherton et al., 2005; Wing et al., 2017). However, for horizontal resolutions of319

2 km or finer, the RCE experiments show no sign of CSA (Fig. 3a,b) and RSD(R) re-320

mains constant over time. This result agrees with the existing literature, which gener-321

ally states that in RCE simulations, CSA is inhibited by fine horizontal model resolu-322

tions (C. Muller & Bony, 2015; Wing et al., 2017).323

In DIU, however, persistent rain-free patches are visible at 1 km resolution, result-324

ing in RSD(R) rapidly increasing over time. The increase is even more pronounced in325

DIU-500m, despite the smaller domain size which is also often considered detrimental326

to CSA (C. J. Muller & Held, 2012; Jeevanjee & Romps, 2013; Yanase et al., 2020) (Fig. 3c,d).327

In DIU-2km, RSD(R) shows a weaker increase and persistent rain-free patches are all328

but absent (Fig. 3c,d). These observations lead us to conclude that the diurnal mech-329

anism responsible for producing persistent dry patches is stronger with increasing hor-330

izontal resolutions. At our coarsest resolution, DIU-4km also aggregates at a rate sim-331

ilar to that of RCE-4km. However, based on the boundary-layer dynamics (Sec. 3.3), we332

ascribe this to known CSA feedbacks, acting despite the diurnal cycle. Here we used the333

RSD of block-averaged rainfall to quantify the degree of aggregation. Using C24h(qt; z=3500m, t)334

as an alternative measure of persistent aggregation (Fig. S5), shows that increased day-335

to-day persistence is commensurate with increases in RSD. The findings on RSD mean336

that the likelihood of experiencing extreme convective rainfall at the scale of large ur-337

ban settlements increases strongly, when the diurnal cycle is pronounced and when model338

resolution is high (≤ 1km horizontally).339

The current study mainly focuses on the emergence of persistent dry patches, but340

it is worth noticing that the diurnal cycle has a significant impact in the opposite, high,341

end of the precipitation distribution as well. Extreme precipitation is strongly enhanced342

for high resolutions in DIU (see vertical gray lines in Fig. 3c, lower panels, indicating the343

95th percentiles). In RCE, extremes remain comparably small at such resolutions. The344

99th percentile of daily rainfall—a typical index of extreme precipitation (Lenderink &345

Van Meijgaard, 2008)—increases fourfold in DIU compared to RCE at 500m and 1km346

horizontal resolutions, also measured at horizontal box-size of 32 km×32 km (Fig. S4).347

Hence, precipitation extremes can be strongly impacted by diurnal surface temperature348

oscillations even though the daily average temperature is not changed.349

3.3 Convective cascades and combined CPs350

Why does convective activity aggregate at high resolution for DIU but not for RCE? This351

section describes the cascading dynamics leading to large MCS-like rain events, combined352

CPs, and the day-to-day alternating spatial clustering described as “diurnal self-aggregation”353

(DSA) (Haerter et al., 2020). Section 3.4 will follow up with a case study showing how354

the large scale fluctuations induced by the diurnal cycle can give rise to persistently dry355

patches, a pattern closely resembling the early stage of standard CSA.356

We examine the cascade of events leading to different organizational patterns in357

DIU versus RCE by mapping the low-level horizontal flow using Lagrangian particle track-358

ing. Tracers are spaced regularly at time 1d6h, before the onset of precipitation, and pas-359

sively advected with the horizontal flow during 24 hours (Details: Methods). In DIU-360

500m the final particle positions are visually clustered into stringy structures (Fig. 4a)361

while such patterns are less pronounced in the coarser-resolution simulation DIU-4km.362

Also, particles in DIU-500m are generally displaced much further than in DIU-4km, with363

large cleared spaces opening up in DIU-500m (compare panels in Fig. 4a). The final par-364

ticle positions in RCE-500m appear homogeneously distributed with generally low dis-365

placements, which is caused by an isotropic surface velocity field resulting in random-366
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Figure 4. Low-level circulation enhanced by resolution and diurnal cycle. a, Final

state of the Lagrangian particle tracking analysis in DIU. Tracers are seeded along a 4 km square

lattice at 1d6h, and plotted at 2d6h and colored by the respective distance traveled, δ. b, Anal-

ogous to (a) but using RCE-500m. All RCE cases yielded a visually similar particle field and are

not presented for conciseness. c, Probability distribution functions of δ. Dashed lines correspond

to Rayleigh distribution best-fits. Inset: Scale parameter σ vs. horizontal resolution ∆x for DIU

(colors) and RCE (gray). The best-fit scale parameters σ are [29.7, 21.9, 19.5, 18.7] km for DIU

for dx = [0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0] km, respectively, whereas σ = 15.7 ± 0.3 km for RCE. d, Instantaneous

vertical velocity fields at z=50 m during day 1 (exact times as labeled) showing the evolution of a

primo-CP. 10 × 10 tracers, uniformly distributed on a square lattice with a spacing of 4 km, are

initialized at 5h to visualize the surface flow. e, Analogous to (d) but for the virtual temperature

anomaly field ∆Tvirtual defined as the local difference to the (z=50 m)-horizontal average. Arrows

highlight new CPs. The dashed line, shown in several panels, corresponds to the convergence ring

of the primo-CP front once it has stopped its first expansion phase (Details: Methods).

like motion. This is further evidentiated by the animation provided in supplemental ma-367

terial (Movie S5).368

To quantify these differences between DIU and RCE, we compute the distances be-369

tween the initial and final positions of each particle, termed δ. The set of distances for370

all particles yields an empirical probability density function of δ (Fig. 4c) for each sim-371

ulation. These distributions are all well-fitted by Rayleigh functions, P (δ) = δ/σ2 exp(−δ
2
/2σ2)372

(shown in dashed lines), which is consistent with the motion of a random walker. The373

diffusive length scale σ measures the typical distance traveled. Interestingly, σ system-374

atically increases for DIU as the model resolution is made finer (Fig. 4c, inset). In RCE,375

not only do particles cluster less than in DIU (Fig. 4a,b), but the resolution has no ef-376

fect on σ: it consistently remains smaller than for DIU (Fig. 4c, gray curves vs colored377

curves). The continued increase of σ with finer resolution across all diurnal cases sug-378

gests the progressive activation of a convective organizing process as smaller length scales379

become explicitly resolved. Notably, the distribution of δ continues to broaden strongly,380

even between DIU-1km and DIU-500m, suggesting that numerical convergence has yet381

to be attained.382
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We then ask: can we identify such a process which (i) improves low-level circula-383

tion, (ii) requires a diurnal cycle and (iii) contributes to the organization of convection?384

First, note that the RCE simulations are characterized by seemingly random ”erup-385

tions” of convective raincells and the associated spread of CPs with typical diameters386

of ∼10 km. These CPs are the main cause of horizontal winds, and they quickly trans-387

port tracers from their interior to the gust fronts. However, the disorganized occurrences388

of new CPs prevent the tracers from traveling long distances effectively. This is evidenced389

by the small σ ∼ 15.7km evaluated from all RCE (Fig. 4c).390

Figure 5. Contours of surface horizontal velocity divergence fields. Instantaneous

horizontal fields of ∂u
∂y

+ ∂v
∂x

for the first model level (z=50m) at 18h00 on the sixth day. The

contours range from -0.004 to 0.004 s−1 (blue to red) and are presented from left to right in

decreasing order of spatial resolution for both (top) RCE and (bottom) diurnal configurations.

Second, a fundamental difference between RCE and DIU is the daily convection391

reset induced by nocturnal cooling. As a result, raincells in DIU occur in isolated diur-392

nal bursts following the morning rise of surface temperature. One such early-morning393

burst is now described step by step (see Figs. 4d,e):394

• 6h00: as a result of morning heating, a primordial raincell forms, typically in a395

location of moderately enhanced moisture near the top of the boundary layer. Hav-396

ing “won” the daily race to precipitation, this specific location produces a cold pool—397

the first one of this day’s precipitation cycle—which we term primo-CP.398

• 6h45–7h30: with no other CPs in the vicinity “vying” for the same space, the399

primo-CP expands freely in a nearly-undisturbed environment. Hence, the primo-400

CP’s gust front propagates in a near-circular fashion until it has exhausted all of401

its negatively-buoyant potential energy. In this process it forms a structure we term402

convergence ring, marked by the green tracers and dashed lines in Fig 4d and e,403

respectively.404

• 8h15-9h45: by further destabilizing the surrounding environment through pos-405

itive vertical velocity, the primo-CP eventually sets off a cascade of secondary raincell–406

CP pairs along its convergence ring.407

• 10h30: the secondary CPs instigate a tertiary population further away from its408

epicenter and so forth. Note that the primo-CP is still fast expanding at this stage.409
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Such convective cascades transport passive tracers over large distances (see green410

tracers in Fig. 4d,e), often exceeding 40 km (Fig. 4c, red curve). Yet, as resolution is coars-411

ened, the DIU δ-distributions (Fig. 4c) collapse back onto the RCE (hence cascade-free)412

solutions. This is evidence that the cascade mechanism weakens for low resolution. This413

is not surprising, as it builds from the interactions of numerous smaller cold pool fronts,414

which are prone to numerical dissipation on coarse meshes (Grant & van den Heever,415

2016).416

Third, since convective cascades last for several hours and often span over ∼100 km417

horizontally, we view them as emergent MCSs (Houze Jr, 2004). This process is driven418

by outward-running fronts merging into an enclosing macro-structure, which we refer to419

as a combined CP (Haerter et al., 2020). The large areas of the combined CPs result in420

a more persistent tracer transport (green points in Fig. 4d), explaining the broader δ-421

distributions. Similar MCS-like expansion processes occur throughout the model domain,422

on the same and on subsequent days. Eventually, later in the day, the interaction with423

other combined CPs and the decreasing surface heating halt further expansion. After424

the cascade is completed, a large region remains convectively suppressed by the reduced425

buoyancy of the cold and dry boundary layer (Fig. 4d,e, 10h30): as such, combined CPs426

are responsible for the negative day-to-day correlations of rainfall.427

To conclude this analysis, we recall the two conditions to enable such cascades: (i)428

strong nocturnal cooling, ensuring quiescent conditions and a domain-wide reset of con-429

vection —and thus the existence of a primo-CP born from the first raincell in the morn-430

ing. (ii) a computational mesh sufficiently refined to resolve the convergence ring and431

the vertical mass fluxes at its edges—allowing the primo-CP to transition into a com-432

bined CP. Note that (i) cannot be satisfied by RCE, thus hampering combined CPs. Con-433

versely, (ii) is likely not met by DIU-2km and DIU-4km where the coarse resolutions im-434

pede the cascading mechanism (see Fig. 5 for illustration).435

3.4 Genesis of a persistent dry patch436

The cascade process proposed in Sec. 3.3 describes how—at high resolutions—the diur-437

nal cycle gives rise to spatially clustered rainfall patterns alternating from day to day.438

But how are dry patches enabled that persist even longer, over many days? In order to439

answer this, we will more closely consider the onset of a particular persistent dry patch440

in DIU-500m (Fig. 6). The red squares in Fig. 6a,b mark a 50×50 km2 sub-region where441

a dry patch emerges. By averaging variables horizontally within this region, we can vi-442

sualize how the vertical structures and dynamics develop over time. The formation of443

the persistent dry patch is initiated by a strong updraft area at time t≈ 2d12h (Fig. 6c).444

This process leaves the free troposphere relatively moist, but the boundary layer is dried445

out (Fig. 6d)—as is typical for columns with strong precipitation (Fig 2). On the fol-446

lowing day, deep convection elsewhere forces pronounced subsidence within the region447

of interest. This subsidence leads to strong drying within the free troposphere, which ex-448

periences a change from a moist to a dry anomaly within a single day (Fig. 6d, t≈ 3d12h).449

At this stage, the resulting dry anomaly becomes self-sustaining. Convective activity is450

inhibited by dryness (Fig. 2) a feature attribute to the well-known moisture-radiation451

feedback invoked in studies on the maintenance of traditional CSA (Bretherton et al.,452

2005; C. J. Muller & Held, 2012; C. Muller & Bony, 2015; Yanase et al., 2020): the dry453

free troposphere (Fig. 6a,d) gives rise to increased long-wave cooling (compare: S3i–l),454

which in turn must be compensated by general subsidence heating. Subsidence further455

amplifies the drying and prevents deep convective activity.456

In the boundary layer, a circulation is driven by the CP outflow from surround-457

ing deep convective activity (Fig. 6b,4d18h-24h) and results in significant evening up-458

drafts below z ≈ 1 km between days four and eight (Fig. 6c). Such nocturnal low-level459
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Figure 6. Onset of a persistent dry patch. All panels show data from DIU500m. a,

Total water mixing ratio anomaly (∆qt) at an altitude of z≈ 3.5 km (free troposphere). The

three snapshots are taken at 3d4h, 4d4h, and 9d4h, as marked by dashed lines in panels d and

f. A value of ∆qt = 0 corresponds to the horizontal domain average at the given time and al-

titude. The red square marks a 50×50 km2 region where a persistent dry patch emerges. The

blue square marks a region which remains convectively active. b, Vertical velocity (w) at an alti-

tude of z= 400 m averaged in six hour intervals, 2d18h–3d0h, 3d18h–4d0h and 8d18h–9d0h, and

horizontally smoothed by a Gaussian filter with a scale parameter σ= 2 km. c, Vertical velocity

(w(z, t)) horizontally averaged over the area marked in (a,b) by red squares. d, Total water mix-

ing ratio anomaly (∆qt(z, t)) horizontally averaged over the same area as (c) (red squares). e,f,

Analogous to (c,d), but averaged over the area marked by blue squares.
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updrafts, however, do not initiate new convection because the atmosphere is already sta-460

bilized at this time of day.461

Outside the dry patches, the dynamics switches from day to day between two modes462

(Fig. 6a,b blue boxes and e,f): on some days, most noticeably the sixth and the eighth463

day, mid-day convective activity results in heavy rainfall, increased free-tropospheric mois-464

ture, and significant boundary layer drying. On other days, such as days 7 and 9, the465

dynamics resembles that within the persistent dry patch, with net mid-day subsidence466

followed by low-level nocturnal updrafts (Fig. 6e). However, the mid-day subsidence is467

weaker than within the dry patch, and the free troposphere does not become drier than468

the domain average. Therefore, convection is no longer inhibited once the boundary layer469

has re-moistened. Rapid free-tropospheric drying appears to be a pivotal step in persis-470

tent dry patch formation. By contrast, in RCE-4km and DIU-4km, the onset of persis-471

tent dry patches seems to be a more gradual process starting from small scale fluctua-472

tions (Fig. S6).473

3.5 Hysteresis of aggregation (the diurnal trigger)474

The numerical experiments discussed so far made use of spatially homogeneous initial475

conditions. One may wonder if structured initial conditions influence the emergence of476

persistent dry patches in DIU-500m. To test for the impact of initial conditions we run477

a new experiment, termed RCE2DIU-500m, where we use the state of the RCE-500m478

simulation at time 8d18h as an initial condition for a DIU simulation, where diurnal os-479

cillations are then turned on. As Fig. 6d suggests that persistent structures emerge from480

the free troposphere, we choose to quantify structure by the 24-hour autocorrelation of481

moisture at z≈ 3.5 km from night to night, C24h(qt, z=3500 km, t) (Fig. 7). Once the os-482

cillations are turned on, C24h(qt, z=3500m, t) starts increasing almost immediately, sug-483

gesting that the oscillations are indeed an effective mechanism to form dry patches in484

the free troposphere. The dynamics in RCE2DIU-500m are qualitatively very similar to485

the dynamics in DIU-500m. Quantitatively, the positive correlation in the free tropo-486

sphere increase somewhat more slowly and the negative correlations near the top of the487

boundary layer remain longer. We attribute these two differences to greater stability of488

the final state of RCE-500m compared to our uniform initial conditions.489

By contrast, when continuing the RCE-500m simulation without diurnal oscilla-490

tions, persistence remains small and constant for several additional days. Further, its fi-491

nal state is characterized by regular small-scale moisture and rainfall patterns on the scale492

of individual cold pools, that is, approximately ten kilometers similar to that state shown493

in Fig. 5. This finite simulation can of course not prove that a much longer simulation494

would never aggregate, but at least it demonstrates that the persistent structures form495

much faster when the surface temperature is oscillating. Hence, the diurnal cycle com-496

bined with a high-resolution mesh activated a quick path to self-aggregation.497

Periodic surface temperature forcing can induce persistent dry patches, but can these498

dry patches prevail when the periodic forcing is removed? Such circumstances could come499

about in practice, when air masses are advected from land to sea, such as across the African500

west coast. To explore this, we now extend the DIU-500m simulation so that its state501

at time 9d18h serves as an initial condition for a simulation, termed DIU2RCE-500m,502

with the constant boundary conditions of RCE (Fig. S2). The Pearson autocorrelation503

is nearly maximal for qt(z=3.5 km), already at the end of the ten-day DIU-500m sim-504

ulation. The switch to RCE gives rise to a persistently high autocorrelation. Additional505

analysis reveals that the classical CSA trademarks of increased long-wave cooling and506

the absence of rainfall over dry areas (Bretherton et al., 2005) are all present for DIU2RCE-507

500m (Fig. S3). Indeed, the state obtained after relaxation in DIU2RCE-500m shows508

that outgoing long-wave radiation is increased over dry patches (S3i–k) and surface pre-509

cipitation is all but absent (S3n–p). In summary, DIU2RCE-500m demonstrates that the510
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Figure 7. Hysteresis of CSA and the diurnal trigger. Timeseries of C24h(qt; z, t) (De-

tails: Methods) at z= 3.5 km. Solid and dashed curves represent oscillating and constant surface

temperature simulations. Dark purple curves represent a numerical experiment, where initially

oscillating surface temperatures (solid) are set constant after 9.75 days (dashed). Lighter purple

curves represent a numerical experiment, where initially constant surface temperatures (dashed)

are replaced by oscillating surface temperatures after 8.75 days.

atmosphere exhibits hysteresis: spatial patterns induced by a few days of diurnal oscil-511

lations can persist—and even intensify—without the oscillation. This result adds a new512

facet to a body of previous literature which also described hysteresis effects in relation513

to CSA (Khairoutdinov & Emanuel, 2010; C. J. Muller & Held, 2012; C. Muller & Bony,514

2015; Holloway & Woolnough, 2016)515

4 Discussion and Summary516

This study set out to investigate the day-to-day alternating dynamics of MCS-like pre-517

cipitation clusters referred to as diurnal self-aggregation (DSA) (Haerter et al., 2020).518

We found that the memory governing the negative precipitation autocorrelations can be519

traced back to the top of the atmospheric boundary layer, at z≈ 1.2 km. However, the520

investigation also revealed a strong positive autocorrelation of moisture in the free tro-521

posphere, near z = 3.5 km. This autocorrelation is associated with persistent dry patches522

closely resembling the onset of classical convective self-aggregation (CSA). Such dry patches523

did not emerge in our control experiment with constant surface temperature and inso-524

lation. We therefore conclude that a temporally oscillating surface temperature can give525

rise to persistent spatial symmetry breaking by triggering CSA.526

Diurnal path towards CSA — a non-linear instability. The diurnal path to convective527

self-aggregation is sensitive to horizontal model resolution. Performing simulations with528

varying horizontal resolutions (500 m, 1 km, 2 km, and 4 km), with and without surface529

temperature oscillations, our simulations showed that fine resolution favors CSA when530

the diurnal cycle is active. This is contrary to the usual constant surface temperature531

RCE framework where fine resolutions inhibit aggregation (C. J. Muller & Held, 2012;532

Jeevanjee & Romps, 2013; C. Muller & Bony, 2015).533

We thus explored a time-varying trend, visible at relatively short timescales of sev-534

eral weeks. During this transient period, persistent symmetry breaking eventually oc-535

curred in some, but not all, simulations: In our diurnal cases persistent dry patches emerged536

faster at 500 m compared to 1 km resolution, and at 2 km resolution we did not observe537

persistent dry patches at all. At our coarsest model resolution (4 km), we found clear538
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signs of classical CSA both in the main experiment (DIU) and in the control (RCE). How-539

ever, the onset of CSA in DIU-4km more closely resembles the dynamics in the RCE-540

4km than the dynamics in the high-resolution diurnal simulation. Interestingly, previ-541

ous conceptual work attributed the onset of CSA to a linear instability in the free tro-542

posphere (Emanuel et al., 2014). By contrast, the onset of persistent dry patches in our543

high-resolution simulations is a highly non-linear process. It is initiated by strongly cor-544

related cold pool dynamics in the boundary layer, a dynamics we term convective cas-545

cades. Such cascades form large combined cold pools which suppress convective activ-546

ity for long enough to push the troposphere beyond the tipping point at which dry patches547

become self-perpetuating.548

Strong hysteresis. The clustering dynamics revealed in the high-resolution simulation was549

subject to strong hysteresis. In a separate experiment, DIU2RCE, we demonstrated that550

dry patches induced over a few days with a strong diurnal cycle can persist, and even551

intensify, once the surface boundary condition reverts to a constant surface temperature.552

This finding makes us speculate: when organized convective cloud clusters, produced un-553

der a high-amplitude surface temperature forcing, are eventually advected over regions554

with little surface temperature variation, the clustered pattern may persist and even in-555

tensify further. Such a situation could be found at the interface between tropical con-556

tinents and oceans, for example at the west coast of Africa. One could imagine that spa-557

tial inhomogeneities are: induced by the strong continental diurnal cycle, advected out558

over the Atlantic Ocean by the easterly winds, and intensified despite the relatively weak559

sea surface temperature oscillations. However, more work is needed to clarify how large-560

scale advection affects the convective organization in combination with the diurnal cy-561

cle.562

Summary. To conclude, our numerical experiments showed that diurnal temperature563

oscillations can enable CSA under conditions that would not allow CSA given constant564

surface temperatures. This newfound diurnal path to convective self-aggregation is even565

stronger in the realistic limit of fine model resolution and subject to strong hysteresis.566

Ultimately, we found that:567

• The memory governing the negative precipitation autocorrelations can be traced568

back to the top of the atmospheric boundary layer, at z≈ 1.2 km.569

• The free tropospheric moisture field exhibits a strong positive autocorrelation as-570

sociated with persistent dry patches, resembling the onset of classical convective571

self-aggregation (CSA).572

• These persistent dry patches did not emerge in our mid-to-high-resolution con-573

trol experiments with constant surface temperature and insolation. Conversely,574

turning the diurnal cycle on in these control experiments activated the formation575

of dry patches.576

• Fine resolution favors CSA when the diurnal cycle is active.577

• The clustering dynamics revealed in the high-resolution simulation is subject to578

strong hysteresis.579

Outlook. We emphasize that these results rely on a set of highly-idealized numerical580

simulations, where the surface temperature was prescribed. Our numerical setup should581

hence be seen as one of relative simplicity, where additional complexity resulting from582

a fully-interactive land surface scheme, including soil moisture and vegetation feedbacks,583

was deliberately left out. Hence, we offer the following proposals how to further inves-584

tigate diurnal cycle effects on convective organization:585

(I) Larger amplitude oscillations. Our simulations used a prescribed sinusoidal surface586

temperature oscillation with a diurnal range of 10 K around a mean of T s = 298 K and587

a Bowen ratio of B ≈ 0.30 (Details: Sec. 2). These conditions were intended to mimic588

forested continental conditions in the deep tropics where the Coriolis force is weak enough589
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to be neglected. Indeed, diurnal temperature ranges average approximately ten kelvin590

for tropical and subtropical evergreen forests. In non-vegetated desert areas, however,591

daily fluctuations can be as large as 30 kelvins (Sharifnezhadazizi et al., 2019). Future592

work should therefore explore how larger diurnal surface temperature amplitudes affect593

convective self-aggregation, the formation of persistent dry patches and the spatio-temporal594

extent of the emergent mesoscale convective systems. Such analysis may give additional595

insight into the formation and maintenance of mesoscale convective systems in more arid596

regions with strong diurnal surface temperature ranges, such as the Sahel (Parker & Diop-597

Kane, 2017).598

(II) The two-way interaction between a land surface and the local atmosphere should be599

explored using a radiative diurnal cycle, in a fashion similar to that in Hohenegger and600

Stevens (2016) and Tompkins and Semie (2020), albeit using sub-kilometer horizontal601

resolutions and thinner slab layers, thus mimicking realistic continental diurnal cycles.602

In particular, the cooling effect of cold pools and cloud shading on the surface temper-603

ature should be incorporated within an interactive representation of the surface bound-604

ary condition. In RCE, recent studies have observed a negative feedback of surface re-605

sponsiveness to CSA dynamics (Coppin & Bony, 2018; Shamekh et al., 2020). However,606

a highly-responsive surface would also result in a larger diurnal temperature range, po-607

tentially overcoming the negative feedback. Such a study could also elucidate the for-608

mation of oceanic storms where the amplitude of diurnal heating measured by satellite609

may have been under-estimated due to coarse resolution (Gentemann et al., 2008). It610

is therefore possible that diurnal sea surface temperature variations play a larger role611

than previously considered, especially in the extratropics where low-wind conditions are612

most prevalent (Gentemann et al., 2008). Even near the equator, such as for the west-613

ern Pacific warm pool, diurnal sea surface temperature variations of three kelvins have614

been documented during low-wind conditions (Soloviev & Lukas, 1997). Given such ev-615

idence, temporal sea surface temperature variations might be sufficient to induce the per-616

sistent dry patches as we report them here.617

Closing statement. Convective organization has important consequences also beyond618

local precipitation extremes. In fact, numerical modeling of large-scale thunderstorm clus-619

tering has been singled out as one of the fundamental questions relevant to the global620

climate (Bony et al., 2015). We hope that the current study will eventually help improve621

the connection between idealized experiments and empirical observations by raising aware-622

ness of the important effects resulting from temporal surface temperature fluctuations623

in general, and in particular the diurnal cycle.624
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